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About OUIGO

OUIGO is the SNCF low-cost train offer for high-speed rail with only online sales. OUIGO has
been launched in February 2013 in order to complete the range of trains operating in France
(TGV, iDTGV, Intercités, etc ...)
Pierre Matuchet, Directeur Marketing et Systemes d’Information SNCF Voyages, commented: “In
view of our ambitious plans for OUIGO, there was an immediate need for a robust and state of
the art sales and distribution platform to replace our existing software."
Fabrice Flottes de Pouzols, CIO/CDO of iDTGV and OUIGO, added: “iDTGV has selected Sqills’
S3 Passenger meeting all the requirements for the OUIGO offer, positive experiences by other
system users, proven out of the box functionality, time to market, financial license model and
the Sqills team’s extreme reactivity to deliver new functionalities!”
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OUIGO uses all the S3 Passenger modules:
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Go Live
S3 COMMUNICATION: automated delivery of
(personalised) reservation related and operational information

S3 FARE: definition of commercial offering
with products, tariffs, discounts and prices
S3 CRM: customer account capturing,
campaign oriented customer segmentation
and the incentive program foundation
S3 REVENUE MANAGEMENT: integrated O&D
based RM module using demand forecasting
and price sensitivity analysis to optimize revenues
from market demand

S3 PAYMENT: simplifies the payment process and supports
various processes such as: payment validation before final
booking confirmation, store payment information in the booking
dossier, after-sales / refund and shopping basket

end 2017

S3 INVENTORY: configuration of inventory,
tracking availability, seat allocation and
material scheduling
S3 TICKET: booking and reservation
capturing, transaction management, aftersales logic and ticket distribution

S3 CONFIG: web-service client administration,
user role/permission definition, sales channel
configuration, general config and more

S3 NAVIGATOR: definition of network,
routes, services and timetables
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